
 
 

ASN Independent Meeting Transition Team 
Visioning Session 
August 22, 2014 

Anschutz Health and Wellness Center, Classroom 4009, Aurora, Colorado 
 

In addition to Transition Team members (see Appendix A), participants included ASN staff (John 
Courtney, PhD; Gwen Twillman; Paula Eichenbrenner, CAE; Katrina Dunn) and facilitator Michael Hughes 
of Hughes Collaboration. 
 
Welcome Remarks 
Chair and ASN Past President Dr. Jim Hill welcomed the ASN Independent Meeting Transition Team, and 
provided remarks on the importance of the work to be accomplished at this visioning session. 
 
Meeting Goals and Background 
Dr. Courtney briefly reviewed the rationale to initiate a three-year pilot of an independent annual 
meeting, separate from Experimental Biology (EB). The Society aims to: conduct a meeting that better 
represents the nutrition science community (Basic, Animal, Translational, Clinical, Public Health, Global) 
envisioned from the merger of the societies in 2005; better engage current and prospective members; 
bring more visibility to ASN as the authoritative global leader in nutrition through science; and improve 
operations and increase revenue to fund other strategic priorities.  The decision was carefully 
considered following several years of discussion among the ASN Board of Directors and various 
committees.  Advantages and disadvantages of the current EB model were considered, as were potential 
opportunities.  In 2013, a feasibility study was conducted by an external firm1, and the final Board vote 
was cast in December 2013. 
 
Dr. Courtney next discussed the draft vision for the meeting. The independent meeting will aim to be: 
 

 All-Inclusive:  A global platform for nutrition scientists, researchers in related disciplines, faculty at 

all levels, clinicians, public health professionals, industry, young professionals, students and other 

stakeholders to share knowledge and network with their peers 

 Highest Quality:  The best science and the leading comprehensive nutrition conference for basic, 

translational, clinical and population science 

 Flexible:  Customizable to fit the needs of ASN members and partners  

 State of the Art:  An event that utilizes the latest technology to broaden its reach 

 Sustainable:  A business model that will help ensure its sustainability in an ever-changing 

environment 

Mr. Hughes reviewed objectives for the Transition Team’s meeting.  Specifically, the Team was to have 
an open dialogue to confirm the independent meeting’s target audiences, state audiences’ needs and 
fears, provide input on a meeting prototype and discuss an optimal planning process.  Mr. Hughes 
expressed that we have a significant lead time for planning:  it’s early, so let’s explore all ideas. 
 
  

                                                        
1 This study has been provided to all Transition Team members, along with a financial analysis of ASN 
Scientific Sessions performance from 2010-2013, via an email on 8/29/2014. 
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Introductions and Icebreaker  
During individual introductions, each participant was asked to share a feature of a previous meeting 
they found particularly valuable.  Responses included the following: 
a) Group dynamics that come from bringing people together from different disciplines to tackle 

problems together. An example was provided in which teams of multi-disciplinary students 
collaborated on food technology processes of the future and competed for prizes. 

b) Participating in “conference-wide” group meals. 
c) Excitement and “buzz” created by the sharing of significant research findings; activities that create a 

buzz among meeting attendees, in the media and in the neighboring community. 
d) A “Presidential Poster Session” that infers prestige and honor to those chosen to participate. 
e) Taking science and translating it to “sister” societies (partner and/or guest societies). For example, 

taking relevant information presented at ASN meetings and presenting it to the Society for Nutrition 
Education and Behavior’s (SNEB) audience.   

f) Presentations on where the research is headed – not just what has been done to date.  Compiling all 
the research and getting researchers excited about filling the gaps. Identifying larger directions or 
trends for the field. 

g) Activities that enable meeting attendees, including non-members, to connect with mentors and 
experts. 

h) Session formats that incorporate debates and/or use polling technologies to gauge audience 
attitudes and practices.  “Gamification” (e.g., game show formats) are popular. 

i) Informal opportunities (e.g., a hike) for speakers/experts to interact with young people. 
j) ASPEN Ideas Festival includes big names and lots of sessions. Attendees can learn from 

accomplished, well-known individuals. ASN has a lot of researchers that have done incredible work, 
and we should use this as a draw. Consider incorporating one-on-one interviews on stage (e.g., talk 
show format). 

k) Smaller meetings tend to focus on “hot” research that is currently being conducted. These meetings 
are more exciting due to the focus on emerging findings, vs. larger meetings which often focus on 
summaries of published research.  

l) Incorporate splashy opening and closing sessions with keynote speakers that are motivating, 
inspiring and/or get your creative juices flowing.  

m) Activities to “build community”:  For example, small functions (e.g., meals) in which prominent 
scientists participate along with young professionals who are rising stars.  Students/young 
professionals had to introduce senior scientists.    

n) Opportunities to get professional skills and or resources that are related to one’s career, but not 
necessarily related to nutrition. For example, a photo booth that provides headshots. 

o) An attractive location draws attendees (e.g., FNCE in Hawaii). 
p) The Dannon Institute’s Nutrition Leadership Institute, an excellent workshop for early-stage 

professionals to connect and participate in small workshops with table discussions. Provides 
opportunities for researchers to discuss research around the table, as well as career development 
and networking activities.  

q) FASEB Summer Research Conference on nutrient signaling:  Included the latest and best research 
“hot off the press.”  Focused on basic science that is often lacking in general meetings. Important 
that the latest and best in basic science is presented. 

r) Café Scientifique (French):  Translates science to the public via 4-5 scientists talking to consumers in 
an informal setting (e.g., in bar, sitting on stools, answering questions).  

s) “The three-minute PhD:” Students stand up and talk about their PhD in 3-minutes in front of a 
judging panel comprised of media representatives.  

t) Events in which local research/clinical centers present on the progress that they are making to a 
local audience of policy makers, health department officials, etc.  Information is shared in which 
various stakeholders share what that they see on the ground in local communities.  Event featured 
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focused networking, as well as brainstorming on issues that need to be addressed and how best to 
address them.  Who else should be brought in to help solve the problems?   

u) Dinner with Ted:  A competition involving emerging clinical researchers; the winners got to go to 
dinner with Senator Ted Kennedy.  

v) Speakers/presentations from outside disciplines are important. 
w) Sessions/workshops that focus on “soft skills.” 
 
Mr. Hughes urged the team to consider the needs of individuals who are not in the room. Examples 
included the nutrition scientist who attended EB for years in his or her early career but no longer 
attends; the undergraduate student who will be a future young professional; the nutrition and food 
faculty members who do not currently attend, etc.  
 
Know & Grow Our Audience 
Ms. Eichenbrenner provided an overview of the current audience of ASN’s Scientific Sessions at EB.  
Highlights included:   

 Historically, abstract submission has been tied to attendance with nearly 70% of attendees 
submitting an abstract.   

 For 2014, approximately 60% of attendees were professionals; ~28% were graduate students; ~5% 
registered under the newly established postdoctoral category; and ~6% were undergraduates. As 
the postdoctoral category was new, young professionals may have registered in the professionals 
category; thus, it is unclear if the ~5% estimation is accurate. 

 About 69% of attendees are ASN members and 31% are non-members. Approximately 42% of non-
member attendees are students vs. 24% of member attendees. 

 In terms of breakdown by Council, about 50% of attendees were not affiliated with a Council; close 
to 31% of attendees were Nutritional Sciences Council members, 10% Global Nutrition Council 
members; and ~9% were members of the Medical Nutrition Council. 

 For guest societies, the largest audience (360 attendees) came from the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics. 

 Approximately 75% of 2014 attendees reside in the U.S. and ~25% are international. For 
comparison, ASN’s membership is comprised of ~21% international and 79% domestic members. 

 Historically, ASN has outperformed other societies with ~45% of the membership attending the 
annual meeting, with the majority of these attendees participating at least 2 out of every 3 years.  

 
It was inquired whether ASN netted revenue from the meeting.  Dr. Courtney replied that no society 
profits from EB.  ASN has been able to improve its bottom line by increasing attendance and 
sponsorships, and managing expenses. 
 
Group Exercise 
Team members were split into groups to discuss and capture assigned audience’s individual and 
collective needs and goals (to be met through ASN’s meeting); fears and risks (to be minimized); 
relevant trends (that may affect attendance); and competition.2 
 
The five target audience groups were as follows: 

1. Basic scientists 
2. Clinicians/clinical scientists 
3. Public health professionals 
4. Students and young professionals 
5. Other: Industry, media, policy makers  

                                                        
2 The ASN staff also completed this exercise during an internal retreat; the results are included as Appendix B. 
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Report Outs 
 
Basic Scientists 
(Work group:  S. Adams, T. Davis, C. Fields, D. Birt and P. MacLean) 
 
Needs 
1. Empower Program Committee 

 Limit number of mini-symposia 

 Improve quality of research presented 

 Improve quality of all science, ensure topics are “hot” and include preeminent speakers  

 Include shorter talks within symposia; alter format; several long presentations with experts 
mixed with shorter presentation from more junior researchers 

 
2. Partner Societies 

 Featured speakers/“outside” disciplines within basic science 

 Deal with competition (including APS) 
 

3. Posters 

 Pilot E-posters  

 Limited/poor attendance at poster sessions (trend) 

 Conduct poster tours (expert-led tours or audio tours of top-ranked posters) or have 
established scientists “mingle at posters” 

 Give more visibility to posters 

 Highlight “Featured” or “Audio” poster choices 

 Recognize the best science 

 Target travel awards; assess ASN’s travel award offerings. Are we competitive?  
 
Students & Young Professionals 
(Work Group:  F. Coletta, S. Sales Martinez, A. Stull, E. Lien and S. Vanegas) 
 
Needs/Goals 

 Funding:  Travel awards must be available. A smaller conference may equate to less posters. 
Students’ attendance and travel are sponsored only if they present.  Most students present posters 
and only a few are selected for oral presentations. 

 Student competitions:  These opportunities are valuable as it allows students to practice presenting 
work and develops skills needed to be a successful scientist. 

 Junior Faculty 

 Career Development:  A robust offering of workshops must be included. 

 Mentorship Program (support for formalized “assignments” of mentors and/or meeting buddies; 
cannot rely on hallway encounters alone) 

 Interdisciplinary Symposia (cutting-edge science might not always be nutrition) 

 Networking:  Particularly, time allotted for networking outside of the conference with senior 
scientists. 

 Website:  Make the website easier to navigate, visually ergonomic, and a source of information.  It 
can be used to post breakthrough papers and career opportunities (jobs, internships, fellowships, 
etc.) and list scientists who have received NIH awards. 
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Clinicians & Clinical Researchers 
(Work Group:  S. Klein, J. Hill and K. Tappenden) 
 
Needs 

 CME and pre-/post-meeting symposia will be key to attract physicians 

 Focus on important clinical questions (translational, systems biology, integration) 

 Should we be accepting all abstracts?  Recommend that we find ways to designate ones that are 
particularly good.  

 Embrace non-academics 

 Importance of top speakers 

 Big lead off 

 Competitions 
 

Public Health Professionals 
(Work Group:  B. Lyle, M. Neuhouser and L. Harkness) 
 
This group has a wide audience: public health professionals, allied health, statisticians/math models, and 
activists, and aspirational (Congress and key legislators). 
 
Needs 

 Drive focused health agendas 

 Program and research money limited (fund raising) 

 Rely on collaborative networks geographically disbursed (study sites, research colleagues, funders) 
 
Fears/Risks 

 Theirs: Agenda not central to society. Too basic science for some.  Industry engagement cost. 

 Ours: Activists can disrupt meetings, yield very negative PR, and shut down willingness of credible 
scientists to present. 

 
Opportunities 

 Better leverage core public policy makers and leaders to engage w/science.  

 Facilitate meetings with collaborators & stakeholders (e.g. funders). 

 There’s a niche where people who aren’t public health people are doing research. There’s a gap 
between the research and public health.  We need to get away from emotion and focus on what the 
science says. 

 There are many people blogging who aren’t credentialed. Why don’t we get these people to our 
meetings? Why aren’t they coming? Bloggers aren’t always well-informed. Are they worth it?  

 Is the science enough? We have the dream that if we get the science to them, they’ll understand. Is 
that always true? Will we still reach those people? We don’t want to go after the people who have a 
stake in the ground and don’t want to be heard. If those people really wanted our science, would 
they come?  

 Who is our core audience? Should we try to appeal to everyone? Or go strongly after our fanatics? 
Researchers are the core:  those doing, communicating and translating the research. 

 
ASN Competition  

 Lots in the public health space (e.g., APHA, AHA, international nutrition/public health meetings) 
 
Market Translation (other: industry, media, policy makers) 
(Work Group:  R. Clemens, P. Williamson, C. Sherry and M. Christ-Erwin) 
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Needs 

 Meeting must have clear metrics 

 Data on current attendees (e.g., discipline, why are they here?) 

 Timely science and issues 

 Translation and application 

 Quality programming/science 

 Advocacy  

 Government interaction 

 Media coordination 
 
Trends/concerns  

 Economics and support (e.g., why should I send someone to this meeting?) 

 Media training/media engagement 
o How do we help scientists communicate the science? 

 Equal representation/respect across career track 

 Better government relations and coordination 

 Build understanding and context 

 Farm Bill, NIH funding, DC process 
 
Other comments 

 Industry bias limits equal representation. Not fair that industry scientists are discredited and 
discouraged from presenting/speaking at meetings. 

 Better government relations contacts. Educate our members on these types of things.  

 Risks  Quality beyond science. The meeting elements, the experience, using the best technology 
(e-posters/better poster sessions, better phone app). Substantial network and career development. 
Visibility for training.  

 Co-benefits to draw in more cross functional relationships (e.g., SNEB, Endo, Neuroscience). 

 Adopt best practices from other groups— ENDO app always works great, whereas EB app has never 
worked!  

 Engage all members. 
 
Creating the Meeting of the Future 
Ms. Twillman led the Team through a discussion about a potential meeting prototype. 
 
Core Program 

 High-quality scientific symposia and new research presentations (orals/posters) organized by 
focused themes/tracks tied to ASN’s Nutrition Research Priorities   

 
Team Feedback on Core Program 
o Much discussion on the value of having meeting themes vs. meeting tracks.  Should we 

incorporate meeting themes or tracks?  Should tracks be driven by topics, Research Priorities, 
etc.?  How do we promote integration while keeping program tracks? - e.g., how should we best 
integrate topics across basic, clinical and public health science?  The team did not come to 
agreement on best approach.  The Scientific Program Committee should provide input. 

o ~3 days of scientific programming with one day developed to pre-conferences 
o No last day that’s a half day. 
o Late-breaking should be integrated into the full program. 
o Will the needs of basic scientists be met? 
o It’s very tough to not have conflicts but conflicts must be minimized. 
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o Reformat symposia:  Get down to three great speakers (rather than 4).  Add several short talks  
from more junior researchers. 

o Plan very focused symposia that provide an in-depth assessment of a timely topic.  This could be 
part of core program or a pre-conference.  

 
Pre-Meeting Programs 

 Feature 1 – 1.5 day programming targeted to specific audiences.  This targeted programming can 
take the shape of “institutes” or “precons” and should encourage participation of regional 
participants and those who have been unable to attend prior meetings.  Potential groups include: 

 
o Postdocs and students:  Career development and programming specific to needs of young 

investigators 
o Practicing clinicians 
o Faculty - Biomedical sciences/nutrition/medical and other professional schools 

 
Team Feedback on Pre-Meeting Programs 
o Pre-session for postdocs and/or student career development was highly favored. These are 

considered protected audiences.  Programs can focus on professional development across the 
career path.  

o Program can target faculty and department staff.  Good place for sessions on new 
technology/lab technology.  

 
New Program Features 

 Opening and closing sessions that feature prestigious plenary and/or award lectures. Could also 
feature a Presidential Address with  society highlights (in lieu of business meeting) 

 Novel session formats (e.g. point/counterpoint, debates, interviews, panel discussions, hot issues, 
Meet the Professor sessions)  

 More targeted focus with education track 

 Local host committee recruited to help with regional marketing/promotions and onsite activities 

 Presidential poster session: One large session to honor the top posters 

 Poster tours (e.g., have experts lead tours through the poster hall)  

 Small group workshops:  People learn differently and it’s important to have different approaches 
and different session formats. 

 
Team Feedback on New Program Features 
o Nothing should compete with plenary sessions. 
o Include training sessions and specific training days. 
o People need greater accessibility to the program and to the scientists. Can attendees scan a 

badge with their cell phone to get other attendees contact information? How do we help 
attendees connect with others? How can attendees have greater accessibility to the experts, 
speakers, etc.? 

o Many people skip the award ceremony unless they are getting an award or are friends with a 
recipient.  Can we look at announcing some of the awardees during plenary sessions?  Or, can 
we have rotating slides during session breaks (while people enter/exit meeting rooms) with 
awardee names/photos to further promote the winners. Should we consider an awards dinner 
and/or gala to get more attendees into the awards activities? 

o ASN may wish to look to the American Diabetes Association for their format related to 
awards/Presidential lectures, which are well-attended.  

o We need to continue breakfast programs/satellites; people come to breakfast but not dinner. 
o We need to look for more ways to connect established scientists with junior scientists. 
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o We need to be engaging our audience in different ways.   What other session formats can we 
consider? 

o We should better engage the audience via texting questions to the speaker, audience polling, 
gamification, etc. 

o Session chairs and speakers should be equipped for success. Consider having a communications 
or presentation coach assist the major award lecturers. 

o Incorporate local tours and social activities ahead of the meeting. Ex: Touring a farm, touring a 
vineyard, etc. 

o Look at ways to incorporate some flexibility in the program schedule.  There are a lot of models.  
o There is continued interest in “soft skills” and career development programming (how to use 

social media as a scientist, programming focused on enhancing professional skills, such as, 
leadership, professional speaking, etc.) 

 
Students and Young Investigators 

 Students are a protected audience and our future. 

 Ensure access/affordable participation 

 Travel awards – assess and expand current award program to be competitive 

 Heavy marketing to regional students in biomedical sciences 

 Offer strategic programming and resources to meet their needs  

 Career development/Job search/employment resources 

 Access to mentors 
 

Team Feedback on Student/Young Investigator Activities 
o Look at ways to engage international students.  Could international students interact online 

through posters or E-posters?  Can they join online broadcasts? Is there value in having a virtual 
presence in the conference? 

o Students attend meetings because they’re presenting; student presentation opportunities must 
be protected.  

o MARC travel grants and opportunities that allow access/affordability for minority and 
underrepresented researchers must be available.    

o Travel grants must be competitive. 
o Pre-sessions on professional development are needed to connect established scientists with 

young, emerging scientists. Programs and venues to target key leaders and diverse faculty with 
this young group is critical. 

o Students and young professionals will come and be engaged if they have a poster or are 
included in a mini-symposium. 

o Student activities are critical to keep these young leaders in the society. 
o The ASN planning committee needs to be aware of the webinars and activities the “professional 

development” staff and RIS leaders takes to assure high quality abstracts and mini-symposia. 
o For the oral abstract presentations:  There needs to be more focus on the engagement with the 

senior faculty or mentor and the young professional or student.  This venue is critical for their 
professional growth and development.  

 
 
Leverage the latest technology 

 E-posters (currently being championed by the Nutritional Sciences Council) 

 Video-streaming/online broadcasts  (ENDO had nearly 900 recorded sessions) 

 Mobile applications 

 Interactive programming – audience polling and participation 

 Tech Lounge 
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 Conversation areas 
 Charging stations 
 Exhibits 
 Product/career theaters  

 
Team Feedback on Technology 
o Whatever technology we pilot has to be successful and must work.  
o More staff time needs to be devoted to investigating/implementing e-posters.  
o ASN has to further assess whether a virtual attendee experience would be beneficial. 

 
Ancillary meetings 

 Continue to offer and market satellite programs 

 Build strategic collaborations to attract related groups/partner societies to hold ancillary meetings 
and/or for audience recruitment: 

– International societies 
– Focused research groups 
– Other scientific/medical societies 

 
Networking Events 

 We must preserve successful networking components. 

 Engage member communications via roundtables, movie screenings and audience discussions (e.g., 
karaoke at ENDO 2014). 

 
Expand Reach 

 Best of ASN meetings in targeted, global markets 

 Licensing of meeting content 

 Sales of session broadcasts  
 
Planning a High-Quality, Diversified Meeting 
 
The Scientific Program Committee must be comprised of outstanding scientists and clinicians 
representing all major fields/area within nutrition; committee must be larger and more comprehensive 
than current committee.  Three-year staggered terms should be incorporated to ensure continuity.  
Recommendations for membership should be solicited from entire ASN membership/Councils/RISs and 
appointed by President. 
 
Planning should be initiated 10 months prior to meeting.  While the program committee should solicit 
proposals for symposia, they are under no obligation to select/approve.  The purpose of solicitation is to 
help SPC assemble the best program and to ensure the needs of our target audiences are represented.  
The committee will work through face to face meetings and will confirm meeting themes/tracks and 
determine overall content.     
 
The committee will plan each session to ensure a well-integrated, diversified program.  Novel session 
formats (e.g., debates, panel discussions) will be considered.  The committee will also ensure each day is 
well programmed, logical and not duplicative. 
 
Once the program draft is complete, it will be provided to the committee that provides general 
oversight to all of ASN’s live, educational activities. This group will confirm that continuing educational 
requirements are met and ensure that the program represents ASN’s programmatic direction.  Following 
program approval, speakers will be invited and reimbursement/honoraria will follow prescribed policies. 
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As currently done, abstracts will be reviewed and scored by ASN members with expertise in each topic 
area.  Each abstract will receive 2-4 scores, and a mean score will be computed.  Cut-points will be 
established for presentation (oral or poster) that is consistent across all categories.  An abstract 
subcommittee of the Scientific Program Committee will meet in person to establish composition of oral 
and poster sessions. 
 
Abstracts will be published in an online supplement of an ASN journal.  The team discussed the value of 
online vs. print publication of abstracts.  It was suggested that abstracts be published online.  Award-
winning abstracts could be considered for print publication (supplement issue of journal handed out 
with program?) 
 
It is desired that all proceedings related to the meeting must get outside funding and a proposal to fund 
such proceedings must be reviewed and approved in advance by the journal Editor.  
 
The team agreed that we have a lot of great content coming out of the meeting and we should leverage 
the content and expand its reach by licensing content, conducting “best of” activities, etc.  
 
There was a consensus opinion that the reforms and suggestions for scientific conference improvement 
put forth by the Transition Team meetings begin as soon as possible, to (a) test-drive the ideas to keep 
the best, massage others to optimize them, and toss those that are not feasible or useful, and (b) to gain 
earlier benefit to members even before any planned EB split. 
 
 
Other Comments 

 We need to better leverage our website. The ASN website is due for an upgrade/revamping. 

 What is the best time of year to hold the meeting so that it doesn’t compete with other meetings?  
Several expressed that May/June could be a good time but this has to be further assessed.  Some 
will still attend EB; competing with EB directly isn’t advised.   ENDO is moving their society from 
March to June.  

 Location is important. 

 IFT had 8 pre-meeting sessions and they were all full. Ex: Saturday would be this fun/pre-meeting, 
and then meeting dates Sunday, Monday, Tuesday as the full meeting dates.  

 AACR they have educational sessions on Friday, and then Saturday they have an opening plenary 
session at 5:00 p.m. Then they have an opening reception right after on Saturday.  

 Important speakers need to be invited well in advance. 

 It is not necessary for committee members to be the leading experts, but the committee should be 
able to identify who those experts are.  

 Effort should be made so speakers represent from a diverse backgrounds, including discipline, 
research, gender, race, geography, and industry. 

 
Communicating a Vision 
Ms. Christ-Erwin led the group through a brief discussion about communications moving forward.  We 
need to communicate a vision, have a voice and be brave in order to be unique.  We should establish an 
elevator speech regarding the pilot.  We need to acknowledge and address “brand blur.”  Many groups 
are in the nutrition space and are trying to be nutrition authorities. 
 
At this point, internal communications are critical.  We must turn faithful members and meeting 
attendees into fanatics.  We must communicate more with our members; place more background 
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information/rationale on the website.  We need to develop strategies to gain more input/feedback:  
“Love on them, share with them, make them hungry.”   
 
Next Steps 
Mr. Hughes commented that the Transition Team surfaced a number of complex ideas and issues that 
need to be addressed.  Leaders and staff have a lot of work to do.  Specific next steps include the 
following: 
 

 Determine best composition for, and begin appointments to, a new Scientific Program Committee.  
This group can talk through the idea and integration of topics vs. tracks vs. program themes.  This 
group will need to get together as soon as possible. This program committee will be the scientific 
program team. 

 Identify new program features/technology that can be piloted immediately.  We do not have to wait 
until 2018 to test new activities. 

 Provide more information including the report of the external firm and financial data to the 
transition team.  Consider sharing additional information with the membership at-large. We need to 
be more transparent about the rationale to conduct this pilot. 

 Appoint additional and international representative(s) to the Transition Team.  Dr. Luis Mejia was 
recommended as a possibility. 

 Subgroups of the Transition Team can be formed to further discuss certain areas. 

 Staff will draft a meeting report and share with the Transition Team for review and input.  This 
report will be filed with the Board of Directors. 

 The Transition Team will meet next at a date/time to be determined. Occasional teleconferences are 
likely, as are future in-person meetings (perhaps at the 2015 ASN Annual Meeting). 
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Appendix A: Transition Team Roster 
 
In Attendance at Visioning Session 

 
Not In Attendance at Visioning Session, but Appointed to Transition Team 

 

Name Institution ASN Affiliation 

Sean H. Adams, PhD USDA-Agricultural Research Service, Western 
Human Nutrition Research Center 

NSC Chair-Elect 
FASEB Board Representative 

Diane F. Birt, PhD Iowa State University Strategic Oversight Committee 
Representative 

Mary Christ-Erwin Porter Novelli  

Roger Clemens, DrPh USC School of Pharmacy, International Center 
for Regulatory Science 

Membership Committee 
Representative 

Frances A. Coletta, PhD Coletta Consulting Immediate Past RIS Director 

Teresa A. Davis, PhD USDA/ARS Children's Nutrition Research 
Center, Baylor College of Medicine 

JN Editor 

Catherine J. Field, PhD, RD University of Alberta ASN Secretary 

Laura S. Harkness, PhD, RD PepsiCo R & D  

James O. Hill, PhD University of Colorado, Denver Transition Team Chair 

Samuel Klein, MD Washington University School of Medicine  

Eric L. Lien, PhD  University of Illinois  

Barbara J. Lyle, PhD B Lyle, Inc ASN Treasurer 

Paul S. MacLean, PhD University of Colorado School of Medicine  

Sabrina Sales Martinez, MS, RD Florida International University Student Representative 

Marian L. Neuhouser, PhD, RD Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center ASN Vice President-Elect 

Christina Sherry, PhD, RD Abbott Nutrition  

April J. Stull, PhD, RD  Pennington Biomedical Research Center Young Professional Rep. 

Kelly A. Tappenden, PhD, RD  University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign  

Sally Vanegas, MS Tufts University Student Representative 

Patricia Williamson, PhD Tate & Lyle  

Name Institution ASN Affiliation 

Rhonda C. Bell, PhD  University of Alberta Publications Management 
Committee Representative 

Laura E. Caulfield, PhD  The Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health 

 

John M. Jakicic, PhD  University of Pittsburgh  

Susan L. Johnson, PhD University of Colorado Denver  

Debra Hook, RD   

Juan A. Rivera, PhD National Public Health Institute  

Edward Saltzman, MD  Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy Scientific Program 
Committee Chair 

Patrick J. Stover, PhD  Cornell University ASN Vice President 

Brian Wansink, PhD Cornell University  
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Appendix B:  Know and Grow Our Audience Exercise” completed by staff prior to Transition 
Team Meeting 
 

Audience Trend Needs/Goals Fears/Risks ASN’s Competition 

Basic scientists 
 

 Decreasing 
travel funds 

 Many more 
targeted 
research 
conferences 

 Challenging 
getting 
newer 
faculty 
trained in 
nutrition 

 Younger 
faculty not 
currently 
engaged in 
EB 

 High quality 
programming 

 Opportunity to present 
research 

 Opportunity for 
interdisciplinary 
networking 

 Meet w/corporate 
funders 

 Meet w/NIH study 
section 

 Opportunities for 
students 

 Having the right people 
to network with (NIH, 
Gates, etc.) 

 Need a strong place 
where faculty/scientists 
can network in nutrition 
(a culture of 
engagement) 

 Faculty development 
 

 Lose interdisciplinary 

 Move away from 
science focus/lose 
scientific focus 

 Some belief that 
science is already 
slipping 

 Egos/prestige 

 Financial 
limitations/cost 

 Membership 
concerns/ASN 
alienating – not 
listening, not valuing 

 While EB is far from 
perfect, it’s what they 
currently have; fear 
losing this. 

 Rule followers, 
adverse to change 

 ASN too clinically 
focused 

 Basic scientists will 
not be supported 

 Animal Societies 

 ADA 

 TOS 

 AHA 

 All Science Societies 

 EB –ASBMB, APS 

 Cell biology 
meetings/ASCB 

 Cancer 

 Smaller, targeted 
research 
conferences 

Public Health  Decreasing 
travel funds 

 

 Meet w/research 
collaborators on studies  

 Networking 

 Losing opportunity to 
meet with research 
supply/company 
vendors 

 APHA 

 IUNS -2017 
 

Clinicians 
Research/patient 
care 

 Decreasing 
travel funds 

 

 CME 

 Practitioners – biggest 
change – other 
considerations not 
currently w/in our 
scope (pharma, patient 
info…) 

 Research clinicians – 
similar to basic 
scientists needs – but 
perhaps busier, seeing 
patients on top of 
research/academic 

 Don’t lose focus on 
nutrition science, 
don’t get soft 

 

 ASN Clinical 
Conference (keep 
separate – multi 
meeting model) 

 ESPEN 

 ASPEN 

 ESPEG 

 AND 

 TOS  

 ADA 
 

Students 
 
 

 Not a 
revenue 
driver 

 Harder to 
get to 
students at 
undergrad 
or below 

 

 Training 

 Rub elbows 

 Present-1
st

 person 
citation in abstract 

 Career building 

 Travel grants 

 Digital 

 Recruiting 

 Mentoring 

 Loss of FASEB career 
resources 

 Price sensitive 

 Site affordability 
(covered by their 
primary researcher) 

 ANDs power to 
enforce requirements 
for 
education/membershi
p (to get credential) 

 Cell biology 
meetings/ASCB 

 ADA – metabolic, 
obesity 
presentations 

 ASBMB/EB 

 AHA student 
presentations/outre
ach, councils 

 AND (RD credit 
requirement) 

 IFT (student 
competitions-bowl) 

 Research 
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institutions/hyper-
localized 
opportunities 

 

Public / Media 
Scientific 
Consumer 
Bloggers 
Technical 
advocacy 

  Increase attendance, 
participation 

 Proximity to publishing 
centers 

 Public resources v 
scientific (translating) 

 Controversy 

 Big names 
 

 Not attending in 
person 

 Public is 
fickle/trendy/reductio
nist 

 Lose credibility by 
association 

 Concern for corporate 
PR needs as we go 
after public whims 

 Need to make hard 
stands that would 
alienate corporate 

 Wish to be an 
advocate 

 Compete with 
member 

 CSPI 

 AHA 

 Cancer meetings 

 ADA 

 FNCE 

 TOS/Obesity Week 

Corporate Exhibit y/n, 
phase in? 

 Interaction/networking 
type exhibit 

 Visibility 

 Content relevant to 
their products 

 Meet with researchers – 
recruit, fund, discuss 
work in progress 

 Similar learning / needs 
– treat as partners, 
program for them 

 Present  

 Do business  

 Smaller audience 

 Loss of 
interdisciplinary 
presence 

 Loss of basic science 
audience 

 Fear of unknown 

 Risk adverse 
 

 AND (RD direct 
consumer contact) 

 IFT (product 
development, 
business) 

 AHA 

 ADA 

 Obesity Week 


